Abstract. We consider the k-twisted Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit (NS k limit) of 5d (Ktheoretic) and 6d (elliptic) quiver gauge theory, where one of the multiplicative equivariant parameters is taken to be the k-th root of unity. We obtain the extended center of the associated q-deformed quiver W-algebras constructed by our formalism [1] [2] [3] , which provides gauge theoretic proof of Bouwknegt-Pilch's statement on the relation to the representation ring of quantum affine algebra.
Introduction
The geometric approach to 4d N = 2 (5d N = 1) gauge theory, initiated by SeibergWitten [4, 5] , gives rise to an interesting correspondence to the algebraic integrable system [6] [7] [8] [9] . This correspondence allows a quantum deformation using the equivariant (Ω-background) parameters (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ), introduced to write down the gauge theory partition function Z(a; ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ; q), depending on the Coulomb moduli (a i ) and the coupling constant q [10, 11] . Seiberg-Witten's prepotential is reproduced from the partition function in the classical limit ǫ 1,2 → 0 [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] :
F(a; q) = lim ǫ 1,2 →0 ǫ 1 ǫ 2 log Z(a; ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ; q) .
(1.1)
It has been then pointed out by Nekrasov-Shatashvili [17] that the partition function shows a similar scaling behavior in the limit ǫ 2 → 0 while keeping ǫ 1 finite, which is so-called Nekrasov-Shatashvili (NS) limit:
W(a; ǫ 1 ; q) = lim
ǫ 2 log Z(a; ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ; q) (1.2) where the twisted superpotential of the effective 2d theory W(a; ǫ 1 ; q) plays a central role in the correspondence to the quantum integrable system. The crucial idea is to identify the superpotential W(a; ǫ 1 ; q) as the Yang-Yang function of the integrable system [18] . Under this identification, the SUSY vacuum given by the twisted F -term condition is determined by the Bethe ansatz equation of the quantum integrable system since the derivative of YangYang function with the quasimomenta gives rise to it. Quantization of the correspondence between gauge theory and integrable system is pursued by considering the situation with generic equivariant parameters. Although, in this case, we do not expect a scaling behavior for the partition function, like (1.1) and (1.2), it has an interpretation as the conformal block of 2d conformal field theory (CFT), which is known as the AGT relation [19, 20] and its q-analogue for 5d N = 1 gauge theory [21] . The underlying conformal symmetry is W-algebra W(G) which shows dependence on the gauge group G when the gauge group G is simple. On the other hand, we have established another connection with W-algebra, dubbed quiver W-algebra W(Γ), whose conformal symmetry is determined by the quiver structure of gauge theory Γ [1] [2] [3] when the gauge group G = i∈Γ 0 SU(n i ) and the hypermultiplets are in the fundamental and bifundamental representation. The construction of W(Γ)-algebra has a close connection with the representation theory of quiver Γ: the generating current of quiver W-algebra is given by the qq-character [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] of the fundamental representation associated to the quiver. This is a natural generalization of the classical and NS limit of gauge theory, where the classical and quantum Seiberg-Witten curves are realized using the character and q-character of the fundamental representations [27, 28] . The q-character, introduced by Frenkel-Reshetikhin [29] and by Knight [30] for the affine Yangian, describes the representation ring of quantum affine algebra. This is consistent with the geometric q-Langlands correspondence since, in the NS limit, the W-algebra is reduced to the classical commutative Poisson algebra, which is isomorphic to quantum affine algebra at the critical level. This classical relation is promoted to quantum geometric q-Langlands correspondence between the q-deformed W-algebra and quantum affine algebra away from the classical limit and critical level [31] . This is indeed consistent with the quiver gauge theory construction of W-algebras under generic equivariant parameters (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ).
It is known that 5d gauge theory compactified on a circle realizes the K-theory lift, corresponding to the relativistic integrable system [32] , where the additive equivariant parameters are replaced with multiplicative ones, (q 1 , q 2 ), as defined in (2.2). Then the classical and NS limit corresponds to q 1,2 → 1 and q 2 → 1, respectively. For such a multiplicative deformation parameter, one can consider another classical limit q 1,2 → ζ k with the k-th root of unity ζ k = exp (2πι/k), and ι = √ −1. The root of unity limit of 5d gauge theory has been considered [33, 34] to explore the instanton counting on A-type ALE space, since the Z k orbifold projection is performed in this limit. See also [35] [36] [37] [38] . From this point of view, it is natural to ask what is the geometric representation theoretical meaning of such a twisted limit for quiver variety. In this paper we consider k-twisted NS limit, q 2 → ζ k while keeping q 1 finite, which we call the NS k limit, and elucidate its role in quiver W-algebra to address the question above. We remark that Bouwknegt-Pilch [39, 40] have studied the limit corresponding to the NS k limit in the context of the q-deformed W-algebra. Our approach in this paper would provide gauge theory perspective for their statement.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In order to fix our notation, in Sec. 2, we begin with the anatomy of quiver gauge theory partition function in 5d and 6d. We perform the saddle point analysis of the gauge theory partition function in Sec. 3 to clarify the asymptotic behavior in the NS and NS k limit. We obtain an expression of the saddle point equation in terms of the Y-function, and construct the q k -character generated by the iWeyl k reflection in the NS k limit of 5d and 6d theory. We discuss the operator formalism of quiver gauge theory in Sec. 4 and reproduce the q k -character in the NS k limit, which generates the extended center elements of quiver W-algebra. In Sec. 5 we address several concluding remarks and discussions. Appendix A summarizes the formulae used to analyze the asymptotic limit of gauge theory partition function. (No. JP15H05855), and "Discrete Geometric Analysis for Materials Design" (No. JP17H06462). This project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation program (QUASIFT grant agreement 677368).
Quiver gauge theory
The quiver gauge theory has multiple vector and (bifundamental) hypermultiplets characterized by the quiver Γ, which consists of nodes (vertices) i ∈ Γ 0 and edges (arrows) e ∈ Γ 1 . The quiver Γ defines a matrix (c) ij , called the quiver Cartan matrix,
We assign U(n i ) gauge group to i-th node, 1 and multiplicative mass parameter µ e = e me to the bifundamental matter on the edge e. In this paper, we use the 5d (K-theoretic; multiplicative) notation:
with q = q 1 q 2 , and assume the matrix (c) ij is symmetric, namely simply-laced quiver. See [3] for generalization to non-simply-laced quiver.
The partition function of 4d N = 2 gauge theory is given by integration over the instanton moduli space, which is computable using the localization formula [10, 11] . Furthermore, 5d theory compactified on a circle R 4 ×S 1 corresponds to the K-theoretic uplift. The 5d partition function is obtained as the equivariant index functor of the structure sheaf, which converts the additive Chern character to the multiplicative class,
1 We can also utilize the supergroup U(n + i |n − i ) for gauge symmetry. See [41] for details.
This is the Dolbeault convention of the index since it obeys the reflection relation Similarly the partition function of 6d theory defined on R 4 × T 2 is given by the equivariant elliptic genus
where the theta function defined
with the q-shifted factorial (q-Pochhammer symbol)
and the multiplicative modulus of the compactified two-torus p = e 2πιτ . We remark that this index also obeys the reflection relation (2.4), and the 6d index (2.5) is reduced to the 5d index (2.3) in the limit p → 0 (Im τ → ∞). The 6d theory has to satisfy the conformal condition due to the gauge/modular anomaly, so that we do not have to care about the convention issue. See [2] for details.
In order to describe the Chern character at a fix point of the moduli space under the torus action labeled by the partition (λ i,α,k ), we define a set
where (ν i,α ) i∈Γ 0 ,α=1,...,n i is the multiplicative Coulomb moduli for i-th gauge node. We also define a set of empty configuration (λ i,α ) = ∅,
The Chern character of the observable sheaf evaluated at the fixed point for the node i ∈ Γ 0 is given by
and we denote by Y
[n]
i the n-th Adams operation of Y i , which is interpreted as the UV chiral ring operator of gauge theory,
Then the vector and bifundamental hypermultiplets contribution to the Chern character is written using the observable sheaf, Applying the index (2.3), we obtain contributions to the full partition function for 5d quiver gauge theory, including both 1-loop and instanton factors,
In addition, the topological term which counts the instanton number is defined 20) and the Chern-Simons term with the level κ i ∈ Z for i ∈ Γ 0 is
Similarly the 6d partition function is obtained with the elliptic index (2.5)
22c)
with the same topological term Z top i . We used the elliptic gamma function defined Γ(z; p, q) = n,m≥0
We remark that some analytic continuation is necessary to obtain the expressions in terms of the elliptic gamma functions in (2.22), and we don't have the Chern-Simons term in 6d gauge theory.
Saddle point analysis
The gauge theory partition function is given as a partition sum [11, 12] 
In the NS limit ǫ 2 → 0, the asymptotic behavior of the partition function reads [17] Z(ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )
with the twisted superpotential W of the effective 2d theory, and the corresponding twisted F -term condition is given by
Since we now have a parameter taken to be small ǫ 2 → 0, we can apply the saddle point analysis with respect to the small parameter ǫ 2 , such that the critical configuration λ * dominates in the partition function Z ∼ Z λ * . The saddle point equation, corresponding to the
where x is a dynamical multiplicative variable specified later. In the following, we consider the NS and NS k limit of the gauge theory partition function obtained above (2.19), applying the corresponding saddle point analysis.
3.1. NS limit. Using the formulae summarized in Appendix A.1, we obtain the asymptotic behavior of the 5d full partition function (2.19) in the NS limit:
where Li 2 (z) is the dilogarithm and the function L(z; q 1 ) is defined in (A.3).
In order to write down the saddle point equation, we introduce the Y-functions
The asymptotic behavior of these two Y-functions are given by
where we define the Coulomb moduli product
Since two Y-functions have the same poles and zeros with the asymptotics (3.7), they are related to each other in the following way
Now we show another derivation of the relation (3.9) which is also applicable to 6d theory. The Y-function has the following combinatorial formula
where we define
Then, we obtain (3.9) using the reflection formula
We remark that the Y-function has the following expansion
where Y
i is the chiral ring operator defined (2.11). Thus it is interpreted as the generating function of the gauge theory observable. This interpretation will play a role in the operator formalism discussed in Sec. 4 The derivative of the partition function with respect to the variable x ∈ X i gives rise to
Adding the contributions from the topological term and the Chern-Simons term, the saddle point condition reads
In the NS limit, the Y-function has a cut singularity. The saddle point equation describes the crossing-cut condition [27] , and the corresponding iWeyl reflection is given by
For example, for A 1 quiver which consists of a single gauge node, there exists a single Yfunction. Although the Y-function itself has a cut singularity in the NS limit, a proper combination of Y x and Y −1
x characterized by the iWeyl reflection turns out to be a regular polynomial function
This is called the q-character of the fundamental representation of A 1 quiver [28] , and reproduces the 5d Seiberg-Witten curve in the classical limit q 1,2 → 1. Using the relation (3.9), it can be written in terms of only either Y + (x) or Y − (x). We remark that the Y-function appearing in the q-character is evaluated with the critical configuration λ * , and should be replaced with its average Y(x) for generic (q 1 , q 2 ) when the saddle point approximation is not available.
For generic quiver, the q-character for the i-th fundamental representation is generated by the iWeyl reflection applied to the i-th Y-function which plays a role as the highest weight,
The iWeyl reflection, namely the saddle point equation, assures that the q-character defined in this way is a regular polynomial function in x, and the polynomial degree is determined by the asymptotic behavior of the Y-function, essentially the gauge group rank n i .
3.2. NS k limit. We consider the NS k limit by parametrizing q 2 = exp(ǫ 2 + 2πι/k) and taking ǫ 2 → 0. Let ζ k be the primitive k-th root of unity ζ k = exp (2πι/k). The asymptotic behavior of the 5d full partition function (2.19) in the NS k limit is obtained with the formulae in Appendix A.1:
where the function L k (z; q 1 ) is defined in (A.9). This shows that the asymptotic behavior in the NS k limit is simply obtained by replacing all the multiplicative variables with the degree-k variables, x → x k . This replacement gives rise to Z k symmetry in the NS k limit, under the transformation x → ζ k x, which is analogous to the Z k -orbifold implementation using the k-th root of unity limit of the Ω-background parameters [33, 34] .
In the NS limit, the asymptotic behavior of the partition function yields the effective twisted superpotential (3.2), which is interpreted as the Yang-Yang function under the gauge/Bethe correspondence [17] . The NS k limit shows a similar asymptotic behavior (3.20), but a slightly different one: all the multiplicative variables are replaced with degree-k variables. The asymptotic behavior of the partition function is summarized in the 5d notation
We then consider the saddle point equation in the NS k limit. In this case we introduce the degree-
which has an alternative expression in terms of the original Y-function,
with the similar relation as before,
Since the Y (k) -function has the expansion 25) it turns out to be the generating function, focusing only on Z k -invariant gauge theory observables, Y
[n] i
for n ∈ kZ. This implies that the NS k limit plays a role as the projection into the Z k -invariant sector.
The derivative of the partition function in the NS k limit with respect to the variable x ∈ X i gives rise to
Since the topological term and the Chern-Simons term behave as before, the saddle point equation for the NS k limit is given by
This leads to the corresponding iWeyl reflection, which we call the iWeyl k reflection, 28) and thus the degree-k q-character, the q k -character, is generated by this iWeyl k reflection
This is a regular polynomial function in x k , since all the Y-functions and matter factors are functions of x k . For example, the q k -character for A 1 quiver is given by
which turns out to be a degree-n polynomial in x k for U(n) gauge theory, namely the coefficient of x n for n ∈ kZ is zero. This implies that the corresponding Coulomb branch is parameterized only by the observables Y
[n] i for n ∈ kZ, which is consistent with the
3.3. 6d theory. We can apply almost the same analysis to 6d quiver gauge theory. Using the formulae in Appendix A.2, the asymptotic behavior in the NS k limit is given by
Then the saddle point equation is obtained using the elliptic Y-function, 32) and the degree-k function
We remark that the reflection relation (3.9) holds also in the elliptic case. The Y (k) -function has the expansion
Thus it plays a role as a generating function of the Z k observables (Y
[n]
i ) n∈kZ as before. The derivative of the partition function with the variable x ∈ X i is given by
In 6d gauge theory, there is no Chern-Simons term. Thus we obtain the saddle point equation for the NS k limit
We remark that the RHS is modular invariant, up to the coupling shift, due to the conformal condition for the matter content. The iWeyl k reflection is given by
This iWeyl k reflection generates the q k -character
This is a regular function in x k , but not a polynomial, since its an elliptic function. For example, the q k -character for A 1 quiver is given by
This expression is the same as 5d theory (3.30).
Operator formalism
We reformulate the NS k limit using the operator formalism of quiver gauge theory, which plays a central role in the construction of quiver W-algebras [1] [2] [3] . To begin with, we consider the deformation of the UV prepotential with the all the possible holomorphic operators [42] 
The coupling parameter (t i,n ) i∈Γ,n∈Z ≥1 is called the time variables from the analogy with the integrable hierarchy. This deformation gives rise to the potential term in the partition function
In the presence of the potential term the observable Y
[n] i is realized as the derivative with respect to the conjugate time variable
This leads to the identification Y
[n] i = ∂ i,n =: t i,−n , so that we have the Heisenberg algebra H with the commutation relation [t i,n , t j,n ′ ] = δ ij δ n+n ′ ,0 . This is the operator formalism of gauge theory. The t-extended partition function, which depends explicitly on the time variables, is promoted to the Z-state |Z in the Fock space generated by (t i,n ) i∈Γ 0 ,n∈Z ≥1 , due to the operator/state correspondence in CFT.
Z-state.
We have several operators in the operator formalism of gauge theory. The t-extended partition function is given by the Z-state, which is generated by the screening charge from the vacuum state
where the vacuum |1 is a constant with the time variables (t i,n ) annihilated by the corresponding derivatives ∂ i,n |1 = 0, and the screening charge is defined using the screening current
The node label i : X → Γ 0 is defined as i(x) = i for x ∈ X i . The screening current S i,x for 5d gauge theory has a free field realization
with the commutation relation
and the zero modes
The matrix (c which reproduces the quiver Cartan matrix (2.1) when n = 0. The first half is defined in (2.14) , and the other is given by c
See [3] for non-simply-laced quiver construction.
From the Z-state, we obtain the plain (non-t-extended) 5d gauge theory partition function, especially yielding vector and bifundamental hypermultiplets discussed in Sec. 2, as a correlator,
(4.10)
In order to incorporate the fundamental hypermultiplets, we need another vertex operator, called the V-operator,
The product of the screening current and the V-operator is given by
Thus the contribution of fundamental and anti-fundamental hypermultiplets is realized using the V-operator
where X f = {µ i,f } i∈Γ 0 ,f ∈[1,...,n f i ] and X af = {μ i,f } i∈Γ 0 ,f ∈[1,...,n af i ] are sets of the multiplicative mass parameters. We remark that the shift of fundamental mass µ i,f → µ i,f q −1 is necessary for the precise agreement with the gauge theory definition (2.19). The corresponding plain partition function is given by closing the Z-state with the dual vacuum 1|,
A similar construction is applicable for 6d gauge theory. See [2] for explicit argument. In the NS limit q 2 → 1, the commutation relations (4.7) and (4.12) for all the oscillators become apparently singular. This singularity corresponds to the diverging behavior of the partition function in the NS limit (3.2). In the NS k limit, on the other hand, the singularity appears only for the modes n ∈ kZ. This reflects the fact that the modes with n ∈ kZ would be center elements in this limit as discussed in the following.
iWeyl reflection and qq-character.
In the operator formalism, the Y-function discussed in Sec. 3 is promoted to the operator, which is used to construct the generating current of the quiver W-algebra. The free field realization of the Y-operator yields
(4.16) with the commutation relation
Hereρ i is the Weyl vector j∈Γ 0c
[0]
ji , and the matrix (c ij ) is the inverse of the mass-deformed
Cartan matrix (4.9). If the quiver Cartan matrix is not invertible, we deal with the q 1 factor separately. Since the y-and s-oscillators obey the relation
the two Y-functions are obtained as follows, up to some trivial factors,
Thus the Y-operator is the fundamental operator for the Y-functions in this sense. We then define the iWeyl reflection generator, called the A-operator,
which plays a role as a "root", while the Y-operator is interpreted as a "weight" associated with the quiver, since they are related to each other via the quiver Cartan matrix
Thus the A-operator has an alternative expression in terms of the Y-operators
The a-oscillator obeys the commutation relation
and also
The generating current of quiver W-algebra W(Γ) is constructed as the qq-character of the fundamental representation associated to each node of the quiver Γ. Starting with the operator Y i,x , as a highest weight, it is obtained by the iWeyl reflection generated by the "root" operator A i,x ,
We can show that the operator version of the qq-character defined here commutes with the screening charge [1]
This property assures that the qq-character is a holomorphic generating current of quiver W-algebra. If involving a product of Y-operators, we need to multiply the S-factor (3.12)
For example, for n = 2, the iWeyl reflection is given by
In the collision limit x ′ → x, we have to consider the derivative expansion [1] .
The action of the iWeyl reflection closes for finite-type quiver such that the determinant of the corresponding quiver Cartan is positive: det c > 0. For example, the qq-character for A 1 quiver, which consists of a single node, is given by 29) corresponding to the fundamental (2-dimensional) representation of SU (2) since the Aoperator is given by
The operator T 1,x plays a role as a generating current of the q-deformed Virasoro algebra W(A 1 ). Even if det c ≤ 0, we can similarly consider the qq-character, as a holomorphic generating current of W(Γ) algebra, which consists of infinite monomials of Y-operators.
Taking the classical limit q 1,2 → 1, the qq-character reproduces the Seiberg-Witten geometry for Γ-quiver gauge theory [27] .
4.3. NS and NS k limit. We consider the NS limit of the operator formalism. The commutators of the y-and a-oscillators, e.g. (4.17) , have the factor (1 − q n 2 ) for n ∈ Z. This means that all the Y and A operators become commutative in the NS limit q 2 → 1, and thus we obtain the corresponding commuting T-operator, interpreted as the commutative transfer matrix of the quantum integrable system associated to the quiver Γ, and also as the q-character of quantum affine algebra U ( g Γ ) [29] reduced from the qq-character [28] . Here g Γ is the Lie algebra associated to the quiver Γ if it is of finite-type. In terms of q-deformed W-algebra, it is reduced to the classical commutative Poisson algebra, which is isomorphic to the center of quantum affine algebra at the classical level and also the representation ring described by the q-character, as a consequence of the geometric q-Langlands correspondence.
In the NS k limit, there appears a similar structure. It has been shown by BouwknegtPilch [39, 40] that the q-deformed W-algebra gives rise to the extended center when either q 1,2 is taken to be the root of unity, which is indeed the NS k limit. We would provide gauge theory proof for their statement.
The commutation relations for the s-and v-oscillators, e.g. (4.7), have the factor (1 − q n oscillators are used to construct the Z-state, namely the gauge theory partition function, such a singularity corresponds to the diverging behavior of the partition function in this limit, as shown in (3.21) . The other modes n ∈ kZ are regular, but do not contribute to the diverging asymptotics of the partition function.
The commutation relation for the y-and a-oscillators, e.g. (4.17) , have the factor (1 − q n 2 ) in the numerator, on the other hand. Therefore the modes n ∈ kZ become commutative, while the others n ∈ kZ still obey a nontrivial relation. This implies that we can extract the central element by focusing on specific part of the oscillators. For this purpose, we define the Y (k) -operator, analogous to (3.22) , 31) which contains only the commutative modes n ∈ kZ in the NS k limit. Similarly we define the
i,x = :
We then construct the degree-k qq-character, which we call thek -character, using these operators
which reproduces the result from the gauge theory analysis in the NS k limit (3.29), namely the q k -character, by taking the average with respect to the Z-state. As long as the quiver is fixed, we can use the operator version of thek -character (4.33) with arbitrary matter content. In this sense, the operator formalism provides a universal prescription to construct the qq-character in gauge theory.
Apparently the q k -character generates the central elements of quiver W-algebra in the NS k limit, since it is constructed only with the commutative oscillators n ∈ kZ in the limit. We remark that thek -character (4.33) does not commute with the screening charge for generic (q 1 , q 2 ).
2 However, after taking the NS k limit, the q k -character is constructed as a higher representation q-character, namely a product of the ordinary q-characters. Following Bouwknegt-Pilch [39, 40] (but through another path), we show that the q k -character defined as the NS k reduction of thek -character (4.33) is given by
2 We can construct the screening charge which commutes with thek -character by using the degree-k screening current (and also the
i,x = : where we define
which appears in the OPE of Y-operators
Since each qq-character T i,ζ r p x contains Y i,ζ r p x as a highest weight, as defined in (4.25) , and the Y-operator obeys the OPE (4.37), the highest term is given by the Y (k) -operator,
This expression holds for generic q 1,2 . Then we consider the subleading terms generated by the iWeyl reflection. We apply the formula (4.27) to the highest Y (k) -operator, since it is a product of Y-operators (4.31),
(4.39)
In the NS k limit, the product of S-factors becomes zero unless
Thus, in the NS k limit, only the configuration with I = ∅, J = {0, . . . , k − 1} contributes to the reflection, which corresponds to the reflection generated by the A (k) -operator (4.32). This proves the relation (4.35).
Discussion
In this paper we have discussed the twisted Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit q 2 → ζ k , which we call the NS k limit, of 5d (K-theoretic) and 6d (elliptic) quiver gauge theory. In this limit, we have found a diverging behavior, and obtained the saddle point equation for the gauge theory partition function similar to the ordinary NS limit (k = 1). In particular, the NS k limit yields an extra symmetry under the Z k transformation for the multiplicative parameter x → ζ k x. Indeed only the Z k symmetric sector contributes to the asymptotic behavior of the partition function, which is interpreted as the twisted superpotential for the effective 2d gauge theory, as proposed in [17] for the ordinary NS limit. Although the root of unity limit of the equivariant parameter plays a role as the orbifold projection [33, 34] , it is not the case for the current situation since we keep the other equivariant parameter finite q 1 = 1. We still have a finite compactification circle S 1 , and the corresponding geometry should not be C × (C/Z k ). Due to this Z k symmetry, we only have the Z k invariant gauge theory observables, whose expectation value parametrizes the Coulomb branch of the SUSY vacua.
The result obtained in this paper also sheds a new light on a connection between W-algebra and quantum affine algebra. The geometric q-Langlands correspondence is an isomorphism between the conformal blocks of the classical q-deformed W-algebra and quantum affine algebra at the critical level. Then its quantization is the correspondence between W-algebra and quantum affine algebra away from the classical and the critical limit, respectively [31] . From this point of view, since Γ-quiver gauge theory with generic equivariant parameter (q 1 , q 2 ) corresponds to the full W-algebra W q 1 ,q 2 (Γ) [1] [2] [3] , the ordinary NS limit is a reduction to the classical commutative Poisson algebra, which is isomorphic to quantum affine algebra at the critical level [28] . More explicitly, the parameters are related to each other:
where β is defined in (4.8), and the level k and the dual Coxeter number h ∨ of quantum affine algebra U ( g Γ ) with the deformation parameter .
3 Thus the NS k=1 limit q 1 = 1, q 2 → 1 means the classical limit and the critical level
Applying the parametrization (5.1) to the NS k limit q 2 → ζ k , on the other hand, we obtain
We remark that the deformation parameter becomes k→1 −→ exp (−2πι/(k + h ∨ )), which is associated with the coupling constant of g-Chern-Simons theory at level k. Although, as shown in this paper, the NS k limit plays a quite similar role to the ordinary NS limit, we don't need to take the classical limit (5.2): we can keep the parameters β and k generic. This manifests that there is no counterpart of the NS k limit in 4d gauge theory. A.1.2. NS k limit. We similarly consider the NS k limit q 2 = ζ k e ǫ with ǫ → 0 where the k-th root of unity defined ζ k = exp (2πι/k). Let q = e ǫ again, and it yields (z; ζ k q) Then, in the NS k limit q 2 = ζ k e ǫ 2 with ǫ 2 → 0, we have (ζ k q 1 e ǫ 2 z; ζ k e ǫ 2 )
where we define A.2.2. NS k limit. We consider the elliptic NS k limit. Put q 2 = ζ k e ǫ with ǫ → 0 and the k-th root of unity ζ k = exp (2πι/k) as before. The elliptic gamma function behaves in the NS k limit as Γ(z; p, ζ k q) = exp − 1
Li n (ζ Then the elliptic gamma function ratio is given by Γ(qz; p, q 2 ) Γ(q 2 z; p, q 2 ) q 2 →ζ k e ǫ 2 −→ Γ(ζ k q 1 e ǫ 2 z; p, ζ k e ǫ 2 ) Γ(ζ k e ǫ 2 z; p, ζ k e ǫ 2 )
(A.23)
